Photography Masterclass
2015 Photo Competition

To showcase the amazing photographers in this course, we asked students to submit three of their own photos for the inaugural Photography Masterclass Photo Competition.

64 students submitted 181 photos from across the globe. A panel of six photographers and photo enthusiasts judged the photos on their technical skill, creative composition, and overall story. We awarded one photo the Gold Prize, five photos the Silver Prize, and 25 photos the Bronze Prize.

Please enjoy their work in the following pages. We’d like to thank everyone who submitted photos. You are all amazing!
Gold Prize

The gold prize was awarded to the top photo, as voted on by our judges. What we all love about this photo is the striking composition. The perspective and long shadows accentuate the solitude of the subject walking along this open street.

While there were many other amazing photos, this one truly embodies what photography is all about - capturing that perfect moment with light.
Photographer: Mauro Capozzi
Camera: Canon 6d
Location: São Paulo, Brazil
Silver Prize

The silver prize was awarded to the next five photos. All of them came very close to winning the gold prize. As you can see yourself - they are all amazing.

These five photos truly showcase the photographer’s skill to capture a unique subject with interesting composition, lighting, colors, and story.
Photographer: Doris Charest
Camera: Canon 5d
Location: Spitti Valley, India
Photographer: Charles Adam

Camera: Unknown

Location: Unknown
Photographer: Amy George

Camera: Nikon D3200

Location: Lake Erie, USA
Photographer: Bethia Hope-Rollins

Camera: Canon 550d

Location: Haute Provence, France
Photographer: Todd Fulcher
Camera: Sony a7II
Location: Daytona Beach, USA
Bronze Prize

The bronze prize was awarded to the next 25 photos. You’ll see the variety of themes and styles that truly showcase the vast talent of the Photography Masterclass students.
Photographer: Abhinav Challuri

Photographer: Charles Adam

Photographer: Camden Edwards

Photographer: Cintia Kawasaki
Photographer: Amy George

Photographer: Katherine Wittman
CONGRATULATIONS

Everyone who submitted photos should be very proud of their work. Thank you for taking the time to submit. And thank you for being in this course.

Learn more about the Photography Masterclass and other online courses that we offer at:

VideoSchoolOnline.com